Nanometer-scale Multiplexed Super-Resolution Imaging with an Economic 3D-DNA-PAINT Microscope.
Optical super-resolution microscopy is rapidly changing the way imaging studies in the biological and biomedical sciences are conducted. Due to the unique capability of achieving molecular contrast using fluorescent labels and sub-diffraction resolution down to a few tens of nanometers, super-resolution is developing as an attractive imaging modality. While the increased spatial resolution has already enabled structural studies at unprecedented molecular detail, the wide-spread use of super-resolution approaches as a standard characterization technique in biological laboratories has thus far been prevented by mainly two issues: (1) Intricate sample preparation and image acquisition and (2) costly and complex instrumentation. We here introduce a combination of the recently developed super-resolution technique DNA-PAINT (DNA points accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography) with an easy-to-replicate, custom-built 3D single-molecule microscope (termed liteTIRF) that is an order of magnitude more economic in cost compared to most commercial systems. We assay the performance of our system using synthetic two- and three-dimensional DNA origami structures and show the applicability to single- and multiplexed cellular imaging.